Space trend
far left: Harkovich used blush and
lavender accents in a client’s
bedroom. “The softness of the blush
velvet pairs beautifully with the
antiqued mirror frame of this custom
headboard,” which can be specialordered through her site, she says.
left: The Flower Nest watercolor
print ($649.99) by artist Elena Carlie
is glass-encased in a double gold leaf
and shiny lacquer frame.

“Natural stones add sparkle and
texture to a space,” says Harkovich
of this one-of-a-kind accessory
($149.99). “Celestite stones are
known for their pristine and
delicate blue color.”

Austin designers HeatHer blue
Har vicH And MereditH ellis
Are in the pink this seAson.

Summer rosé is not only
the drink of the
moment—it’s the color as
well. Favorite Austin
interior designers
Heather Blue Harkovich
of Heather Scott Home &
Design and Meredith
Ellis of James Showroom
both are in love with
sunset and blush tones
this season. Here, they
share their favorite ways
to think pink this
summer.
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For those who are drawn
to the calming effect of
blue and green tones,
shades of blush can be a
trendier alternative,
Harkovich says. “Our
favorite summer trends are
blush tones as a romantic
and playful pop of color.
As the weather warms up,
it’s fun to pull warmer
color tones into your
décor. Soft pinks and

corals pop beautifully
against an otherwise
neutral space. Blush tones
are subtle, elegant, and
serene.” To enhance the
rosy glow, Harkovich is
drawn to the current trend
of picking statement pieces
that feature semi-precious
stones and crystals. “They
add a touch of sparkle and
interest to a space.” 10622
Burnet Road, 512-3426899;
heatherscotthome.com

Harkovich looks for
statement pieces like
her retail shop's
crystal blooms with
amethyst (far left),
$379.99, and large
brass shell with
Selenite crystals
(left), $219.99. Of the
latter, Harkovich says:
“Turtle motifs are a
classic home accent,
but often coastal
décor can lack flair or
elegance. Turtle
shells symbolize
protection, safety,
and, most
importantly, home.”

photography courtesy of heather scott home & Design; opposite page: photography courtesy of James showroom

Go AheAd,
Blush

Harkovich favors functional
accent pieces like her shop’s
stylish white lacquered box with
gold and crystal, $299.99.

